Take the Risk Out of Your Key Risk Areas

Help protect visual privacy in the workplace by seeing your office through the eyes of a visual hacker.

Take a walk through your office — how many exposed screens can you spot?

Virtually any screen you see can also be seen by visual hackers.

open-office floorplans

reception and high-traffic areas

open cubicles and low cube walls

shared workspaces and open doors

Mobile dilemma:
Coffee shops, public transportation, the park — virtually anywhere can be a visual hacking risk area.

59% of employees take their jobs outside the boundaries of the office yet, just 21% of organizations implement a visual privacy policy.

Keep visual hackers in the dark
3M™ Privacy Filters block side views, while providing a crisp, clear view to intended users.

Learn more at 3Mscreens.com/visualhacking
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